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Planterboxdirect.com-  Extension Kit 
1. Locate all parts. 2- panels, 4- outside corners, 2- center brace bars, 19- color matching screws and 6- rubber 

screw caps. 
2. Start by removing the protective plastic from each panel and outside corner. 
3. Starting with your EXISTING PLANTER BOX. Remove 3 screws using a ¼ bit (not included) from the outside corner 

and sidewall panel. Do the same to the other side and set the 2-outside corner end wall aside. 
4. Locate (2) outside corners from your box. With the Hem end up, place the (2) corners paint side down to make a 

‘W’.  
5. Align the (3) piloted holes. Using a ¼ bit and the screws included, screw in the top leaving the center and bottom 

out. Do the same for the other (2) outside corners. 
6. Using your EXISTING PLANTER BOX and your extension connection (2 outside corner). Starting with (1) side. 

Locate (3) included screws.  
7. Align the (3) holes on (1) side of your box using (1) of your extension connections (Be sure paint side is facing 

out).  
8. Using a ¼ bit screw the extension connection to each side of your EXISTING PLANTER BOX. 
9. Locate the (2) panels that were included in your extension kit box and (3) screws. 
10. Align the 3 pre-punched holes on the panel to your extension connection and screw together using (3) screws. 

Do the same with your other side panel. 
11. Locate the (2) center brace bars that were included and (5) screws. Place the top of (1) bar to the center hole of 

(1) extension connection and screw together. Using the same bar now at the bottom of the opposite side, using 
(1) screw and tighten. Do the same for the second brace bar. Once complete, locate (1) screw for the center of 
the brace bars.  

12. Now locate the EXISTING PLANTER BOX END PANEL WITH ATTACHED SIDES. Using the (6) screws you removed in 
the beginning, reassemble the corners to the side panels. 

13. Using the (6) rubber caps place on the TOP 3 screws on the extension connection on both sides. 
 

 Required tools (not included) (Drill, ¼’’ driver or Ratchet with ¼’’ drive) 
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